


The attention that Edilcass has 
always placed on products, 
customer care and internal and 
external relationships, is the factor 

that differentiates the firm from other 
competitors. This attention has built the 
value of the Edilcass brand over the years 
of a dynamic and flourishing business.



Monoblock and box closing systems

T he house building is the life’s dream. Now more 
than ever our customers wish well-being in 
their houses looking for comfort, energy saving 
and healthy environments.

Our experience in the field of boxes goes back to 
the 1979, when EDILCASS started to introduce these 
systems on the market. An innovative product that 
anticipated new performances in thermal and acoustic 
insulation, beyond the possibility to be entirely 
integrated inside the masonry.

The main purpose is always been to offer a solution  for 
any demand. 

In the 2010 was introduced the EDILblok, the thermo-
insulating monoblock, a prefabricated counter-frame 
system for the window hole with no thermal bridges 
and sound dispersion.

A house with EDILCASS solutions is comforting and inviting.



Monoblock - EDILBLOK

T his system allows to insulate the 
window hole, guaranteeing an 
healthy environment without 
waste to energy, condensation, 

mildew or external noises.



Monoblock - EDILBLOK
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C ompatible with any closing solution
This system is compatible with all doors and 
windows with shutters or roller shutters on 
the market:

- roller blinds of any typology (also adjustable slats)
- sun louver system with adjustable slats
- blackout curtains for the outside
- shutters with framework or with hooking hinges

It also provides retractable insect screen installations.

Flexibility 
It’s a made to measure solution and 
devised to be adapted to different building 
situations. Moreover it satisfies all need 

thanks to a large range of models.



Monoblock - EDILBLOK

One step assembly
Edilblok puts counter-frames, 
window and insect screen 
arrangements in an only one 

element, avoiding thermal and sound 
dispersion.

Easy to assemble
Everyone agrees EDILBLOK: designers, 
bricklayers and who makes the transport, 
because it’s lightweight and easy to fit-up.

Guaranteed results 
EDILBLOK aim is to create a 
definite solution between 
brickwork and counter-

frame avoiding any problem created 
from traditional frames.



Monoblock - EDILBLOK

S ilent
We tested according to the legislation in force (UNI EN ISO 10140-2: 2010 and UNI EN 
ISO 717-1: 2013) Edilblok’s noise reduction: the laboratory results obtained are Rw 
46 dB with raised roller shutter and Rw 49 dB with down shutter. It’s an excellent 

performance, considering that the law provides a noise reduction of at least 40 dB.

Insulation and Eco-friendly
It grants insulation from any 
side: box, side panels and 
closing countertop allow a high 

performance and accommodate 
any type of frame.

Energy saving 
Comparing two equal windows, one EDILBLOK and the other with a 
standard system (simple traditional counter) has been proven as the 
elimination of thermal bridges, or stop the passing elements that create 

a direct connection between inside and outside, is obtained with exceptional 
thermal performances.
EDILBLOK can achieve superior performance respect to traditional systems.



STANDARD BOXES

High performances
More often, it is 
known the box 
is responsible for 

dispersions. Our solutions 
reach transmittance values 
Usb ten times higher than 
traditional systems of roller 
blind boxes.

Always guaranteed maintenance
Whether in the inside maintenan-
ce version with lower insulated sof-
fit panel or front cover and in that 

with outside maintenance, the box is always 
fully inspected still providing the best seal.

FINISHES

EPS

MORTAR

WOOD FIBRES

BRICK



STANDARD BOXES

PLUS
L H

Plus 22 219 x 256
Plus 25 254 x 256
Plus 26 263 x 292
Plus 28 284 x 300
Plus 30/25 300 x 256
Plus 30 300 x 300
Plus 35 350 x 300

ROTO
L H

Roto 27 T 274 x 300
Roto 297 T 289 x 300
Roto 30 TH 298 x 300
Roto 35 TH 343 x 300

IPER

IPER M

SOLE

L H
Sole 22 219 x 300

MODU

L H
VARIABLE
VARIABLE

x
x

256
300

META

L H
VARIABLE
VARIABLE

x
x

256
300

solution with variable “L” width

solution with increased internal side

L H
Iper M 40 405 x 300
Iper M 38
Iper M 37
Iper M 33
Iper M 32

385
375
335
325

x
x
x
x

300
300
300
300

variable size solution

solution for sun louver

solution with variable “L” width
for renovation works

SOME EXAMPLES

VARIABLE POLYSTYRENE STRIP

“H” PART CAN BE REDUCED ON DEMAND
VARIABLE

VARIABLE

SUPPLEMENTARY PANELS

L

H

L H
Iper 30 300 x 300
Iper 33 325 x 300
Iper 35 350 x 300



EXTRA SOLUTIONS

Sound proof
Lab tests have shown 
that Edilcass box guaran-
tees a higher noise bar-

rier than the values prescribed 
by the regulation in force (40dB).

Integration inside the masonry
The box is fitted for suitable profiles and cove-
rings which can receive different finishes (plaster, 
shaving, etc.) and/or coat on the outside, ensu-

ring perfect integration with any masonry hole.

LOWER BOX 
CLOSING 
SYSTEM

FRONTAL BOX 
CLOSING
SYSTEM



EXTRA SOLUTIONS

E-BOX SOLE

* VARIABLE

E-BOX MAXI solutions for maxi roller blind and shutters

solutions for sun louver systems

E-BOX

E-BOX AF

LOWER BOX CLOSING SYSTEM

solutions for roller blinds

solutions for roller blinds

FRONTAL BOX CLOSING SYSTEM

E-BOX META

E-BOX AF META

LOWER BOX CLOSING SYSTEM

FRONTAL BOX CLOSING SYSTEM

Big customization
The E-BOX is suita-
ble for specific so-
lutions and for any 

model of external closing 
that includes roller blind, 
sun louver systems, shut-
ters and external curtains).



ROLLER BLINDS
STANDARD PROFILES

Aluminum HD roller blind

Insulated steel roller blind

PVC roller blind

Insulated aluminum roller blind

55

14

55

14

55

14

41

9

41

9

41

9

55

14 E 55

50

15

51

13

ALUMINIUM
PROFILE

POLYRETHANE 
FOAM
PVC
PROFILE

ALUMINIUM
PROFILE
POLYRETHANE 
FOAM
PVC
PROFILE

E 50

AL 40 AL 55 AL 50 C

AL 40 HD AL 55 HD

AC 40 AC 55

INSULATION SAFETY ENDURANCE HIGHER VISIBILITY

PROFILE WITH 
REDUCED
ROLLER BLIND
ENCUMBRANCE

Wide range.



ROLLER BLINDS
PARTICULAR PROFILES  

ARIALUCE

DUERO The roller blind for energy saving

The long slat included in the 
stick allows with roller blind-
down a certain ventilation, 
more light and a unique design.

DUERO is the blind slat with a double layer (a PVC 
profile and one aluminum filled with insulating 
foam). With aluminum outside and PVC inside, it 
stops the thermal transfer between external and in-
ternal environments. Very interesting is the two-co-
loured possibility between the inside and outside.

the roller blind with higher 
visibility and aeration

18 cm

ALUMINIUM
PROFILE

POLYRETHANE 
FOAM
PVC
PROFILE

ALUMINIUM
PROFILE
POLYRETHANE 
FOAM
PVC
PROFILE

INSULATION SAFETY ENDURANCE HIGHER VISIBILITY

5 TIMES MORE LIGHT/AIR
compared to traditional slats

2 TIMES MORE INSULATION
compared to other shutters

Wide range.



ROLLER BLINDS
PARTICULAR PROFILES  

Luxsa is one of the latest security shutters made of ex-
truded aluminum. It’s easy to assemble thanks to the 
special and exclusive structure with an intermediate 
microforated stick.
ALWAYS GURANTEED SAFETY
The anti-lift system is automatic in any position and it 
does not provide for locks or other manually mechani-
sms in order to be input.
More view and brightness
It generates a light passage three times higher than the 
standard shutters, guaranteeing a view to the outside.
Light filter and ventilation
It lessens solar radiation and ensures the best ventila-
tion of the environments by combining aesthetics and 
convenience.
Retractable insect screen
The microforated structure prevents the entry of insects.

LUXSA
‐it’s a safety and innovative roller blind with extruded aluminum

LUXSA can replace a traditional roller blind because it 
has the same dimensions and measures.
LUXSA PLUS is indicated for large areas such as sliding 
doors, garage entrances, storefronts.

LUXSA / LUXSA PLUS

LUXSA EDITION LUXSA PLUS EDITION

50 mm slat da 85 mm slat

INSULATION SAFETY ENDURANCE HIGHER VISIBILITY

Wide range.

50 85



ROLLER BLINDS
PARTICULAR PROFILES  

ORIENTA testo testo testo testo testo testo testo te-
sto testo testo testo testo testo testo testo testo te-
sto testo testo testo testo testo testo testo testo.

LUXSA FLAP roller blind with ajustable slats

Flap Luxsa is a roller blind made of extruded aluminum, which in 
addition to the features and benefits of Luxsa (ventilation, increased 
light, anti-lift), it allows total privacy, since the combination of mi-
croforated slats with lifting lugs prevents the view from the outside.

CLOSED FLAP LUXSA

OPEN FLAP LUXSA

ORIENTABILE Roller blind with adjustable slats

The roller blind in extruded PVC with adjustable slats allows the 
regulation of light and air.

CLOSED ADJUSTABLE SLATS

OPEN ADJUSTABLE SLATS

INSULATION SAFETY ENDURANCE HIGHER VISIBILITY

Wide range.



SUN LOUVER SYSTEM

Edilcass & Griesser offer a gre-
at solution regarding the darke-
ning of the windows.
The Edilcass box can shaped in 
order to accommodate different 
sun louver systems, allowing  
to control the daylight intensi-
ty. This system prevents glare, 
overheating  and it saves energy 
(consumption’s reduce by 10%).

Wide range.



OPERATING SYSTEMS

Edilcass & Nice, this partnership offers simple solutions for complex systems. Edilcass of-
fers many solutions for the management also in the presence of a high number of auto-
matisms, light points and electrical loads. You can control single automatisms, groups and 
even multiple groups. You will be connected with a button to the your house. Moreover 
there is the possibility to have the control only on a group of automations, for example on 
the windows exposed to the sun.

SUN LOUVER SYSTEM

LUXSA PLUS

RUNNER CURTAINS

ROLLER BLINDS

You can move your house with 
a touch. Nice allows to con-
trol and manage the automa-
tions for gates, garage doors, 
barriers, rolling shutters and 
curtains, alarm and lighting 
systems and electrical loads.





It always happens that someone 
proposes lower prices, but it should 
never happen that someone proposes 
something better.

Hans Hill

www.alterstudio.it




